Arteastiq Social Painting Studio
Franchise Kit

Art Jamming

The Concept

Come and peel away the conventionality
of everyday life. Express your untapped
creativity on a canvas through the activity
of art jam by Arteastiq. Arteastiq Social
Painting Studio aims to provide an nonrestrictive space for all urbanites and art
enthusiasts to congregate and express their
individuality through the concept of art
jamming.
Each art jam session is packaged in lots of 3
hours and includes a 50x50/60x80 canvas,
unlimited acrylic paint, brushes and paint
palette.
Accompanied with Arteastiq’s
signature beverages, the Arteastiq art jam
experience is a truly immersive one which
engages all senses.

Arteastiq Social Painting Studio is Asia’s pioneer and market leader in the niche
sector of lifestyle painting activity. We bring to prospective investors and
franchisees a profitable, proven concept which has run successfully for 6 years.

Singapore,
Shanghai & Bahrain
Studio presence in

1,200

canvases sold monthly per unit*,

based on the grand total of14,400 canvases a year*
* Figures pertain to Arteastiq’s flagship outlet in Mandarin Gallery, Singapore, and do not take into account other units at the moment.

Competitive
advantage
Value-packed offerings
& good price points
increase frequency of visit & ensure
market leadership

Strong
in-house
manufacturing
capabilities keep costs low, also

translates to higher margins and greater
financial resources which can be
diverted towards creating more exciting
customer promotions and other brand
building initiatives to expand brand
awareness region-wide while nurturing a
strong base of brand loyalists.

Apart from catering to art enthusiasts such as
families, couples and students, the flexibility
of the activity also holds appeal to
companies who sees art jam as an effective
team bonding activity.
To further target the corporate sector,
Arteastiq launched
in 2016, a
unique personality profiling tool made
available to organisations who wish to utilise
art jamming as a way to glean deeper
insights into the personalities of their team
members so as to optimise team dynamics.

Artepret

More than

1,200
corporate
events done
to date
(including on-site &
off-site events)
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Key Information for Franchisees
Professional support services from the start to finish will be entirely provided
upon acquiring the franchise of Arteastiq. The franchisee will receive a
quality outlet with proven success, with the forecast that each studio can
generate an average revenue of S$50,000 to S$90,00 per month after the
first year of building up sales (subjected to location).
Package includes:
• 100% support in continuous product research and development.
• Initial and on-going training and quality-assurance support.
• Interior Design and Build including furniture, fixtures and kitchen equipment.
• Professional Cloud-based HR system.
• Remote Store Maintenance & Inventory Checklist System for individual outlets with central
control.
• Video Format Operation Manual for effective scaling via SOP practices.
*Other financial details and benchmark figures will only be
given after signing a confidentiality agreement.
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